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Christmas Tree Cones

By purchasing this product you are automatically agreeing to 
abide by the following terms and conditions. 

You can amend the template for your own projects but you 
may not redistribute it in original or modified form or remove 
the copyright information from the template. 

When you have purchased your template you can use it as 
many times as you like but you must not file share the 
template or templates copied from any other Mementoes In 
Time products. 

You may use the template to make physical items for sale or 
for submission to forums, competitions or magazines but you 
must give credit to Mementoes In Time and provide a link to 
our website, even if you have altered or modified the template 
in any way. You may not sell the template in part or whole or 
use it as part of your own digital product. Do not claim this 
design as your own. We take this issue very seriously. 
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Instructions

Once you have downloaded your template, save it to your computer right away.
You can then use this file as many times as you like. Note: make sure you adjust
the Adobe print settings to change the page scaling to ‘None’ or else the template
may print smaller than it should.

You can either print the templates onto card or use them to draw around or print
directly to the card or paper you want to use. You may find it easier to print direct 
to card if you are making lots of items or print out the template and glue it to the 
reverse of the card you are using and then cut them out, using the template as a 
guide.

The template allows you to create a cone shape which you can make in different
sizes. To make a cone, start to roll one of the straight edges over towards the
centre, which would be in line with the top of your cone. Keep rolling until you 
reach the other side and secure with a paperclip, tape or glue. To make cones
of different widths, you can tighten the roll or loosen the roll. There are a few 
different sizes on the template also, so you can make cones of all kinds of sizes
and shapes. Use the cone as a base to make a beautiful string tree as shown on
the website, or for other Christmas or other projects.

Look for project ideas and photo instructions for this item on the website 

www.mementoesintime.com 

and project ideas in the photo gallery.
 

Start to fold over from here

fold to centre

roll towards this 
side to form a 
cone shape
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